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Powerful, simple-to-use time tracking and scheduling 
ClockShark’s GPS mobile app allows you to track time, schedule employees, view employee 
locations and categorize job costs, then view it all in real time in a central web-based dashboard. 
ClockShark not only helps make your payroll process painless and accurate, but also helps make 
managing your team out in the field simple by knowing their location and getting their schedule 
out to them quickly and easily. 

Flexible time tracking 

Choose from ClockShark’s myriad of time clock options: web clock, mobile app, kiosk clock or 
supervisor crew clock mode. 

Simplified scheduling 

Easily schedule employees for upcoming projects with a drag-and-drop scheduler. Arrange 
recurring shifts and sync your ClockShark work schedule with third-party calendars like Outlook 
and Google Calendar. 

Detailed reporting 

Prepare elegant, detailed reports to display labor hours by job, employee or task. 

Reliable GPS tracking 

Follow the work day as it happens with GPS breadcrumb trail tracking. Choose where you 
review recorded GPS locations: in real time from the Who’s Working Now screen, or later, from 
the employee’s personalized timesheet. 

Clock-out question 

Create custom clock-out or job-switching questions to capture detailed information throughout 
the day from your team in the field. 

Communication 

Transfer timely files, documents and photos directly from the office to the field. Instantly notify 
employees of last-minute schedule changes and send convenient time-of-day clock-in reminders. 

The Value of 
ADP Marketplace 
Get everything you need to manage your 
people better, from hire to retire. Say 
goodbye to siloed systems, and hello to 
powerful HR apps all in one place — 
connected to your ADP solution. 
 

• Easy and secure 
• Seamless integration 
• Single sign-on 

 

Visit ClockShark on  
ADP Marketplace to 
learn more 
 

http://marketplace.adp.
com/clockshark-wfn 
 
http://marketplace.adp.
com/clockshark-run 
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